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The authors provide a nice refresh reviewing global ET data products. Generally, it’s a good literature review.

Overall, however, the paper is excessively long and unfocused. Basically, the authors took a bunch of data products, calculated different comparative statistics, and discussed some patterns. That said, the title accurately depicts the unfocused nature of the paper, so it should not come as a surprise. The authors did try to throw in some science by looking at controls over ET, but this only served to make the paper even longer and more spread thin. Moreover, this type of product review has already been done by Mueller, Jimenez and others, so the novelty here is light. The science focus
and strength are mostly on the land surface models, while the remote sensing is noticeably weak (there might be zero ET remote sensing authors on the list of 15 authors). The balanced title does not reflect the unbalanced paper.

In general, I liked the paper as a source for a lit review.

Some additional references that may be useful:
